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Abstract 
This study investigates character of communication education, and evaluates communication need of 
people, and handles relation between communication and contemporary requirements, and 
emphasizes contemporary requirements on communication education. Industrial Revolution and 
technological developments also conributed communication technics and proved numerous 
technological facilities for communication. Education in the world also use developed technology in 
any department and communicaiton education especially necessities high technological faciliities in 
schools. Many high schools and universities have communication departmens and most of them use 
contemporary technological facilities, but they are not sufficient. Communication departments in 
educational organizations in Turkey have computer classrooms and monitors and cameras and 
microphones and telephones and different softwares and others. But despite all this, technological 
facilities and teaching methods are not sufficient because of contemporary developments. Technology 
developes rapidly due to hopes of people and technological facilities in education can not catch 
developments and people always hope more.    
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INRTODUCTION 
 
Time passed quickly and almost everything has changed in the world. People moved from rural to 
urban and left most of their traditions and people have adopted a modern style (Stimeling, 2012: 24). 
Economical approaches and production changed and culture changed due to economy after Industrial 
Revolution. Urban areas provided people many different facilities and taught modern approaches 
(Bellion, 2010, 22). People have never given up education because of necessity of education and 
always found technichs and instrument for education. Modern age needed new instruments and 
people developed new tools for modern education too (Steel, 2013, 471). Governments also planned 
educational policies and provide modern education facilities for people. 
 
Communication education contains to create a modern communication concept and routing the 
communication process, and to acquire skills to deal with communication problems, and to target 
communication to be successful in all areas of life, and to use the most available technology to 
communicate in modern age (Lin and Ha, 2009: 581). Effective communication is necessity of modern 
age because of modern business conditions and modern life style and effective communication is 
necessity of modern social conditions and and it is necessary for social cohesion (Randall and 
Graffagnino, 2012: 730). Effective communication is especially necessary for economical organizations 
in modern age in which economy is the first dynamic of the world. 
 
Because of the importance and necessity of communication, people expect to learn about 
communication and they want to use modern technology to communicate. Many people have 
communication technologies like mobile telephones or like computer or like different softwares, 
however students and officers and workers and all people want to use communication technologies in 
optimum manner (Kwilecki, 2009: 124). Communication technologies are especially used in education 
and in health and in transportation and in security and in banking and in journalism and in social 
media and in shopping and etc. (Bach, 2013: 257). People try to learn news via online methods and 
many people use internet to send message and to receive message in modern age. 
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Information and communication technologies that provide to create knowledge and to reach 
information are the most popular instruments of modern age. Information and communication 
technologies are all kinds of audio, visual , print and writing instruments and they are main 
components of contemporary development (McMahon and others, 2014: 261). Many people use 
computer and television and camera and telephone and printer and monitors and modem and 
imaging systems and GPS systems and other for their works and for their daily lives and for their 
education. Communication education became more important due to technology use and due to 
global conditions in modern age recently. 
 
There are almost 200 universities and almost 11 thousand high schools and there are communication 
departments more than 60 faculty in Turkey. There are journalism and radio and television and 
cinema and public relations and advertising and visual design departments at high schools and at 
communication faculties and well-educated teachers teach in educational organizations. High schools 
and universities have many technological facilities for communication education and they try to follow 
contemporary developments but contemporary conditions developes faster than educational 
developments (Stambach and others, 2011: 466). Contemporary conditions change due to political 
plans and economy changes form due to policy and technology developes due to economical plans 
and people change their lives due to technology. Meanwhile form of education and technics in 
education naturally change and trainers have difficulty (Zhang, 2012: 415). Beside trainers 
educational organizations and administers difficulty on contemporary technology because of financial 
proglems. 
 
Financial lack is one of the reason of technological lack in education but it is not unique reason. 
Spiritual lack of administraors of educational organizations on technological developments and 
necessity of technology in education are other reasons and there are a great number of untrained 
administrators in underdeveloped countries (Kansanen, 2002: 433). Untrained teachers and 
administrators are always problems eweywhere and governmental and non-governmental educational 
organizations sometimes neglect training of teachers and admintrators (Akyeampong and others, 
2006, 168). Untrained teachers and adminstrators naturally prevent well education. 
 
COMMUNICATION EDUCATION METHODS 
 
The most developed societies and governments realized importance of communication education in 
modern age and most of them arranged their education methods due to contemporary conditions. 
Since the field of communications is so broad, there are many career opportunities available for 
international students studying in the top communications schools in the US. With the newest 
technology, top ranked professors and a country in which media is at the center, international 
students seeking to study in the best schools for communication can discover a wide range of 
opportunity (http://www.internationalstudent.com/, 2016). Communication education requires many 
modern technics and approaches in modern age. 
 
One of the biggest challenges instructors face in the 21st-century college classroom is the struggle of 
retaining student interest and engagement while students remain connected to the outside world 
through their mobile devices. Instructors across institutions of higher education are faced with 
decisions of whether to allow electronics or instate no-electronics policies in order to create student-
centered learning classrooms (Curzan, 2014). It is a common occurrence to observe students who are 
physically present, yet mentally preoccupied by noncourse-related material on their mobile devices. 
As mobile devices have deeply saturated the college student population, this problem will likely 
continue to pose a significant obstacle for faculty (Kuznekoff and others, 2015, 358). Mobile devices 
and other technological products are especially attracts next generation, teenagers and students in 
university because of their interests. 
 
Modern life can not be evaluated without modern technology because of common technology use. 
Among the social changes of the past decade, perhaps none is so ubiquitous as the reconfiguration of 
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interpersonal relationships by mobile communication technology. Moreover, college students lead 
other demographic groups in their level of engagement with social communication technology, and 
instructors have responded with concern about the effect technology access has on student learning. 
Instructional communication research supports their concerns, with mobile communication use 
associated with decreased cognitive learning, and lower final course grades (Ledbetter and Finn, 
2015, 6). Contemporary conditions conduct people to use technology and technology developes due 
to people orientation. 
 
Communication education was applied in traditional methods for a long time but conditions changed 
day by day especially since Industrial Revolution and approaches also changed. Education contains 
contemporary components and contemporary tools and contemporary methods in modern age any 
more. Modern communication education contains classical communication process and also 
information and creating message and announce the message and also creating public and also to 
persuade people and also affect the world public and also use the technology efficient manner (Lentz, 
2014, 196). Communication education also contains psychology and sociology and international 
relations and electronics and naturally contemporary information because of character of 
communication (Fortunato and others, 2013, 167). Modern communication education also contains 
behavioral science because of humanistic character of communication. 
 
Effective communication can ease difficulties and can gather support for an idea or for an approach. 
Therefore effecftive communication is prefered by administrators and by politicians and by 
manufacturers and by others who have large target. Effective communication provide people much 
gain and much prestige due to power of communication. Modern communication education examines 
details and key points of communication and shows ways of communication succeed and available 
technichs (Bugs and Crusafon, 2014, 382). Almost all countries are in information competition in 21.st 
century and all they heed information and communication education. Administrators provide large 
facilities for educational organizations and for training of trainers in modern age whose base is on 
information and on communication. 
 
Communication education contains Language and Comunication, and Communication Theory, and 
Communication Research Methodology, and Cultural Communication, and Organizational 
Communication, and Rhetoric and Nonverbal Communication, and Listenin and Digital Culture and 
Communication in some educational organizations and naturally use of communication technology 
(Dillon, 2004: 140). Contemporary communication education naturally contains conditions of sender 
and receiver and message and feedback in contemporary conditions too. Communication education 
also contains calculation of the input and output in communication process (Limburg, 2009: 68). 
Communication includes many complex components and communication eduaction contains many 
technical and cultural informations too. 
 
Traditionally, instructional communication researchers have focused on investigating student 
characteristics, teacher characteristics, or the communicative interaction between teachers and 
students In order to develop a more comprehensive understanding of instructional communication, 
however, more recently researchers have extended the investigation of the learning process to 
include the communicative interactions that students have with one another. Despite the progress 
these studies have made in understanding student-to-student communication in the classroom, there 
remains much to be understood in terms of how students influence each other in the learning 
process. (Johnson and LaBelle, 2015). Communication education is distinguished from other 
educations because of its contemporary character. Contemporary communication education must be 
supported by technological facilities.  
 
TECHNOLOGY IN COMMUNICATION EDUCATION 
 
Some educational organizations provide their students technological facilities on communication and 
media education to train their students to contemporary conditions. Communication, Media, and 
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Learning Technologies Design (CMLTD) Program provides a cluster of degree programs for students 
seeking to develop leadership capacities in the use of information and communication technologies in 
education and society. The program applies to all subject areas and serves students, staff, and faculty 
members who share a commitment as educators to use digital technologies to improve education at 
all levels (http://www.tc.columbia.edu/, 2016). Many educational organizations are aware of that 
technology is base of modern age and communication in contemporary conditions.  
 
Different technics are used in education because of necessity and technics changed when ages 
changed. Communication education begins literacy and understanding and technics and ways are 
shown to students (McGhie-Richmond and others, 2013: 228). Radio and television have been used 
widely as educational tools since the 1920s and the 1950s, respectively. According to trainers, there 
are three general approaches to the use of radio and TV broadcasting in education; direct class 
teaching, where broadcast programming substitutes for teachers on a temporary basis; school 
broadcasting, where broadcast programming provides complementary teaching and learning 
resources not otherwise available; and general educational programming over community, national 
and international stations whic h provide general and informal educational opportunities (Deaney and 
others, 2006: 472). Contemporary education mostly works on technology base and all educational 
organizations try to obtain technological facilities in possible opportunities. 
 
Traditional technics changed into modern technics and traditional approaches changed into modern 
approaches in modern age and hope of people changed too. People began to live in a high rhythm 
world in modern age and fronted to gain much and to have much and left many humanistic values 
after Industrial Revolution and after urbanization. Communication methods and languages also 
changed and many different communication technics participated lives of people (Fassett and Nainby, 
2016: 120). Next generation adopted contemporary technologies rapidly and others try. 
Communication education ease to adopt contemporary technics and use of contemporary 
technologies.    
 
Technology naturally eases learning and naturally provide wide approaches to comprehend. Learning 
with the technology means focusing on how the technology can be the means to learning ends across 
the curriculum. It includes presentation, demonstration, and the manipulation of data using 
productivity tools, and use of curriculum-specific applications types such as educational games, drill 
and practice, simulations, tutorials, virtual laboratories, visualizations and graphical representations of 
abstract concepts, musical composition, and expert systems, and use of information and resources on 
CD-ROM or online such as encyclopedia, interactive maps and atlases, electronic journals and other 
references. Contemporary conditions naturally presents people many different facilities and ways to 
communicate (Kem, 2006: 203). Technological literacy is required for learning with technologies to be 
possible, implying a two-step process in which students learn about the technologies before they can 
actually use them to learn. However, there have been attempts to integrate the two approaches 
(Tinio, 2015: 15). Especially electronic technology eases communication education in schools.  
 
Modern age presented people many information and communication facilities and people front to use 
them. Modern developments in information and communication technologies (ICT) provide exciting 
possibilities to enhance the quality of education. Interactive education software, open access digital 
libraries, and cheaper and more intuitive technology may facilitate new forms of interaction between 
students, teachers, education employees and the community and enhance the quality of education by 
making it more accessible (http://download.ei-ie.org/). Technology use in communication education is 
inevitable because of contemporary conditions and expectations, but all educational organizations can 
not afford for technology or some of them do not think that it is necessary (Chong and Druckman, 
2010: 671). Many students use technology better than trainers in schools.  
 
Developing technology presents contemporary world many different facilities and one of the facilities 
is digital technology. People have been living in a digital world since some time and people form their 
lives due to digital developments. Digital technology also eases individual communication and mass 
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communication and numerous messages are conveyed via digital technology (Rye, 2010: 88). Digital 
technology products and digital technology use must naturally be evaluated a matter of 
communication education in schools. People live in the midst of a period of dramatic global economic 
change, co-evolving with and fuelled by an equally dramatic technological revolution (Asselin and 
others, 2005: 804). The revolution forced all sectors to change and education changes as required. 
Communication education contains many different technological matters and facilities after the 
Revolution.   
 
CONCLUSION 
 
People have always fronted to live more comfortable and easier and developed their lives and 
invented many different tools and technics. People have developed not only physical inventions but 
philosophical approaches too. Education has developed due to conditions of time and many different 
educational methods were used in the past. Conditions changed educational methods and 
instruments and any age developed its own methods. Communication education was applied in 
traditional ways but it also changed due to contemporary conditions. Traditional communication 
instruments and technics were mostly left in modern age and technological methods replaced them. 
Many technological ways are used for communication in modern age and educational organizations 
necessarily have them and teach them to their students.   
 
Communication one of the most necessity need of people and people have tried to develope different 
communication instruments and methods for a long time. People have always used their intelligences 
and developed technics for their lives and taught their children their technics. Any generation 
developed technics and changed the world with their technics and created revolutions and new styles. 
Economical conditions, and social life, and educational conditions changed due to developing 
technologies and education naturally had a contemporary form. Classical informations left their places 
to contemporary informations and contemporary technologies.  
 
Communication is subject whose teaching is impossible without technological facilities. Because 
contemporary communication activities are completely based on technological base. Especially 
computer and digital technology are used much for communication and the schools that have 
communication departmens absolutely have communication technologies to teach their students 
contemporary communication. Mobile telephones and cameras and monitors and computer and 
software and sender and receiver systems are main equipments of schools in modern age. Most of 
trainers are trained well about contemporary communication and communication technologies and 
trainers who are insufficient about contemporary communication technologies are continued to train.    
Firstly next generations and especially children and then most of people front to use communication 
technologies, and communication technology is necessarily used in business world, and people who 
are in education world use communication technology and many others use in modern age. 
Communication technology provide people many facilities to communicate and many other facilities to 
spend time. Therefore communication education is a necessity in schools and communication 
technology naturally has to be taught due to contemporary conditions because of much use.     
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